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Abstract: In the concept of Making smart cities, quickness is something which everyone craves for. People prefer the fastest 
travelling from one place to another. Generally, while maintaining a trade-off between speed, comfort public transit comes out to be 
the best solution. But since vehicles have specific routes and stations, people face difficulty in going to the station from source 
location and then from the other station to destination. Use of fuel vehicles is not recommended due to the depletion of fossil fuels, 
also these vehicles pose a major threat to the safety to the lives of many. Apart from the noise and air pollution, fuel powered vehicles 
are quite powerful and thus unsafe if don’t used with care. A foldable electric bicycle may be possible solution to these problems. 
While serving to the needs for easy and speed, it maintains safety. This bike has an upper limit for the power and speed which ensures 
safety of the rider. This bike can be folded to an extent (25in * 20in * 15 in) that it can be stored in a backpack after use. This fold 
ability makes it compatible for use with public transit, user can use it to travel to station and then fold & store it the backpack while 
travelling from the public vehicle. The weight of the bike is kept such that it may easily be carried on shoulders without the feeling of 
uneasiness. This bike is ideal to use for short distance (around 12 kilometers) trips. The major target of this foldable electric bike for 
commercialization is the people who travel by metros and public transport means for their daily routine work. This bike can be sold in 
cities where people need a solution to travel short distance at low price. 
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Introduction 

As the population is increasing there is increase in demand of automobiles. Due to increase in automobiles, people will 
require space for driving and also for parking. As we know there is limited space available and due to increase in the number of cars 
on roads, they are causing traffic congestion and with that they require a place for parking. In addition to this pollution is also a 
priority nowadays. The pollution is reaching new limits day by day. So, the idea of a foldable and portable vehicle comes into concept. 

 
Modern world demands the high technology which can solve the current and future problems. Fossil fuel shortage is the main 

problem now-a-days. Considering current rate of usage of fossil fuels will let its life up to next five decades only. Undesirable climate 
change is an indication for not to use more fossil fuel any more. Best alternative for the automobile fuels to provide the mobility & 
transportation to peoples is sustainable electrical bike. Future e-bike is the best technical application as a visionary solution for the 
better world and upcoming generation. Main reason to identify the need of finding and modifying E-Bike is to overcome the issue of 
the pollution because of vehicles in metro towns & urban zones is growing uninterruptedly. Considering a class of society, it is not 
reasonable for all to purchase (scooters, mopeds or motorcycles). So, combining both issues, environmental progress supporting and 
economical affordable alternative would be the best solution. Typical parts of E-bike (Electric Bike) are permanent magnet dc Motor 
(PMDC Motor), Throttle (Accelerator), Battery, Frame and other common bicycle parts. The motor is activated by a throttle with 
power-on-demand, same as in general scooters or motorcycles. Electric Bike is a battery-operated vehicle which is economical with 
low maintenance cost and zero pollution. Electric two wheelers use the rechargeable battery that converts the electrical energy into 
mechanical energy. The battery of an EV can be charged easily using a power connection. 

 
Global warming is one of the most highlighted sectors over which the concentration and dilemma of human beings have 

shifted in past recent years. It is only due to the harmful effects of this global warming phenomenon which has caused disaster to our 
mother nature and to us. Effects like global warming, depletion of ozone layer etc. are very prominent nowadays. 

 
The main cause of these harmful effects is greenhouse effect which is mainly caused due to the production of carbon di 

oxide, Sulphur di oxide, nitrous oxide etc. From the studies of year 1896 to the present age, one thing is clear that major production of 
these gases takes place from our mode of transportation. They create a large amount of these types of harmful pollutants and release 
them into the atmosphere which in turn causes greenhouse effect and leads to such harmful conditions. So, in order to reduce and 
restrict this, the main focus is to reduce the production of those harmful pollutants from vehicles, and in order to meet this, research, 
innovations and studies are conducted on the modes of transportation such as cycles which produces nearly 0% pollutants. From the 
very ancient time, cycle is always an important mode of transportation in our world. It is not only the transportation mean but also a 
very effective equipment for achieving and maintaining a good physical and mental health. 
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Apart from this, it is the cheapest mode of transportation as it requires no fuel or source of energy and it requires no maintenance. It is 
also the eco-friendliest mode of transportation ever invented in this world as it produces 0% pollution. Besides this it is very 
economical and easily available mode of transportation. 
 
Folding bicycle is the modified and evaluated version of the cycles. It is the type of the cycles which is taking the legacies of the 
cycles to the new heights. It’s characteristics and properties like light weight, easy to carry, portable, less space requiring, low 
maintenance needed, are making them more popular. 
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Methodology 

 
AIM  
People who use public transport, they have to travel from home to bus-stop. And when they come back, they have to travel from bus-
stop to home. They either travel by walk or they have to call someone from home to pick them up from bus-stop. They can even go by 
an auto or taxi but these are expensive and are not eco-friendly. To eradicate this problem, we designed a foldable electric bike which 
is compact (easy to carry with you), eco-friendly, safe and economical. 
 
Conclusion  

●Gives you more flexibility. 
●Takes up less space when parked 
●More convenient 
●Reduce bike theft by parking inside or keeping the bikewith you or fits into storage lockers for better security. 
●Takes up less space than non-folding bicycles. 
●With folding bicycles, parking needs are reduced because riders take their bikes with them. 
●Fit a folding bicycle in a car for commuting, leisure, or emergency use. 
●Smaller bikes are lighter and easier to carry 
●They play well with other forms of mass transit – Trains, Subways, Buses, Boats, and even Cars. 
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